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Calculate actual revenue of invoiced items by using actual cost of  
shop/purchase orders 
 
 

 

MAX is a standard costing system. With the MAX Actual Costing module you link invoice lines 

to shop orders which were used to produce the parts on the invoice lines, you can explode 

through shop orders and link component materials of a shop order to an shop order which was 

used to produce the component materials or link component materials to a purchase order. The 

Actual Cost to produce a invoiced part can now be calculated by exploding through shop orders 

down to the purchase orders.  

 

The linking of invoice lines to shop orders and component material of shop orders to shop orders 

or purchase orders can be done manually afterwards or can be automated by using the 

functionality of Master Schedule order creation on adding a sales order line and setting all order 

policies to 'Order' of  the components in the product structure of the invoiced item, this will fill 

the Reference field of the Shop/Purchase orders with the Sales Order Line Delivery on adding 

the sales order line and running the MRP Explosion. 

 

 

Turnover Summary 
The turnover summary for all of a range of customers can be shown. The overall and detailed 

standard cost per customer are shown but also the actual exploded cost/margin through the 

linked shop/purchase orders.  
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Turnover Detail 
By double clicking on a customer line in the Turnover Summary you can zoom in on a customer 

and show the turnover detail for this customer. 

 

 

Master Schedule/Manufacturing Shop Orders which are linked to an invoice line are shown, you 

can also manually link shop orders by clicking on an empty order field and browsing on 

available shop orders for this part. The actual cost per unit of a linked Shop Order is calculated 

and this actual cost per unit is used for the actual cost calculation of the invoice order line. 

 

 

Total Order Cost 

By double clicking on a linked shop order in the Turnover Detail you can show the Total Order 

Cost for a shop order. 

 

Manufacturing Shop Orders which are linked to component material are shown, you can also 

manually link shop/purchase orders by clicking on an empty order field and browsing on 

available shop/purchase orders for this part. The actual cost per unit of a linked Shop/Purchase 

Order is calculated and this actual cost per unit is used for the actual cost calculation of the 

component material. 
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Order Labor Detail 

You can use the actual hours and pay rate of a person form labor tracking to calculate the labor 

costs or you can use actual hours and the workcenter labor rate to calculate the labor cost. If you 

use the actual hours en pay rate of a person functionality additional columns with the actual 

labor/overhead per workcenter and employee will be shown and you can click in on a labor line 

in the Total Order Cost window to show the Order Labor Detail of actual spend hours per person 

on an operation. 

 

Non-Inventory Purchase Order 
Non-Inventory Purchase Order cost can be linked to an shop order by specifying the shop order 

in the UDF Key of  Non-Inventory Purchase Order. Linked Non-Inventory Purchase Order will 

be shown in the Total Order Cost window and the costs of the Non-Inventory Purchase Order 

will included in the actual cost calculation of the Shop Order. 

 

Order Cost Summary 
In the Order Cost Summary window an cost overview for an part of the total and detailed costs 

per shop order can be shown.  

 

By clicking on an order the Total Order Cost window will be shown for the shop order. 

 

The MAX Actual Costing module uses the MAX User Security. Access to the MAX Actual 

Costing module has to be setup in the Security Editor of the MAX System Manager. On starting 

the MAX Audit Manager a valid user name and password has to be supplied. 
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